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ABSTRACT 

The present paper “Relevance of   Literature in  Human Life” is an attempt to  highlight the importance and 

significance of literary pieces  for human beings. Literature can transform individual and  inspire generations 

through its   ability to connect with human existence through its dynamism  and multi dimensional approach. 

The present reading takes into account works of canonical  writers like William Shakespeare, William 

Wordsworth, George Bernard Shaw, Ernest Hemingway, Alfred Lord Tennyson to  unravel their potential  to 

guide and inspire human beings and help men to rise  beyond their  self engrossing attitude.  It also cites  works 

of Afro American writers, Post Colonial and female writers to explore the ways through which they  provide 

readers with a new insight and perspective to understand the challenges in the present world.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Literature adds to reality, it does not simply describe it. It enriches the  necessary competencies that 

daily life requires and provides; and in this respect, it irrigates the deserts that our lives have already 

become. 

-C.S. Lewis 

This statement highlights the significance of  literature for human beings.  Literary pieces do  not 

merely mirror social and political  happenings  and  are  governed  by the ruling ideology at the  time 

of its conception rather  interpret  life for us. They enrich our understanding and enhance our 

perspective to comprehend life and our surrounding in a better way. EM Forster  says that a  wonderful  

aspect  of  great literature is that “ it transforms the man who reads it towards the condition of the man 

who wrote” it.  Its domain is not restricted to  poetry, prose or drama. Literature provides insight, 

knowledge or wisdom, and emotion to the readers.  

II. CATHARSIS AS  PSYCHOTHERAPY 

The Greek concept of  „catharsis‟ in art   used by Aristotle in Poetics refers to purgation of  emotions of pity and 

fear is equivalent  psychotherapy. The reading  of literature leads  to arousal of these emotions   in the  readers 

.This  gives them an opportunity    to discharge  those pent up emotions  which are socially unacceptable. It  

releases the tensions hence  works towards  building a wholesome  beings. The work of art  promote  well being  

of heart  and mind  by cleansing  emotions of characters. In Shakespearean play Macbeth, we feel pity for the 

protagonist   whose  over ambitious  nature  robs him  of the essence of his  essential humanity and  we feel so 

much goodness has been  wasted in him because of one flaw in his nature. Macbeth reflects on his life and  says: 
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  …..a poor player/ that  struts  and frets  his hour  upon the stage  And then  is heard no more. It is a tale  Told by 

an idiot, full of sound and fury, signifying nothing. 

These lines   not  only contain the truth of human existence but also  make us  realize the fallibility of human 

nature  with which we are able to relate ourselves . Thus it leads to sudden release of  our  those emotions which 

we have repressed in our bosom. 

III. LITERATURE PROMOTES  HUMAN VALUES  

Literature explains human values.  The works of Plato, Socrates, and Aristotle (the most famous Greek 

philosophers) contain virtues that promote perfection to a society if only human beings have the willingness to 

uphold and practice them. Plato‟s Allegory of the Cave speaks about the importance of human wisdom and the 

penalties that one would face to achieve a higher level of understanding.  

The creative writings help us in becoming a better person.  Literature is the foundation of human  cultures, 

beliefs, and traditions. It serves as a reflection of reality, a product of art, and a  gateway  to  varied ideology. 

Ethical philosophy is an essential part of literary discourses. This branch of philosophy deals with systemizing, 

defending and recommending concept of right and wrong behavior. Philip Sidney says in Defense of Poesy  that 

by integrating ethical   focus of philosophy   in literary works , writers  become  more effective in  rousing the 

readers  to virtues than academic  disciplines like history and philosophy. It  comes from a belief that  drama 

should not only please  but also profit the audience.  

William Shakespeare‟s plays also promote moral and human values through projection of   the actions, its 

repercussion and destinies of their characters. Roman nobleman  Cassius says in  Julius Caesar, “the  fault dear 

Brutus is not in our stars  but in ourselves  , that we are  underlings”.  This proclamation dismisses the presence 

of divine elements   always supposed to be present in controlling human destinies and endows men with sense of 

responsibility. 

Shakespearean world was  governed by humanistic free thoughts. In most of his plays we see vices punished and 

virtue rewarded at the end. This  concept is closer to a literary  device called  poetic justice. Thomas Rhymer  

coined this  phrase  in The tragedies   of the Last Age Considered.(1678) to explain   how a work should inspire  

proper  moral behavior by illustrating  triumph of   good over evil.  

Shakespearean characters   Othello and  Macbeth  meet their tragic end  because of their  moral weaknesses and  

sinful actions.  The Venetian Moor  Othello suspects his virtuous wife  Desdemona and kills her  in state of 

sexual jealousy in Othello. Though murder of innocent Desdemona  violets  our sense of justice   but  the  end of  

Othello is a  befitting  punishment for his crime. So the death  of Macbeth by Macduff in Macbeth  is a  fitting 

retribution for his crime of killing the rightful heir of Scottland Duncan. He is assisted in his deed by his wife 

Lady Macbeth. Her  crime against feminine  nature becomes  an  over increasing burden on her soul. And leads to 

insomania . “Sleep Walking Scene” shows her obsession with stain of   blood and how she is  haunted by guilty 

conscience.  She dies by committing suicide „ self and violent hands‟ says Malcolm. “All the perfumes of Arabia 

will not sweeten this little hand” she  cries vehemently. 

 IV. LITERATURE  FOR CHANGE 
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Literary pieces were also instrumental in bringing revolution and change of thought. Political turmoil, societal 

injustice, and genocidal conquest can all be ended and resolved in the form of literature. The great Victorian  

novelist and social critic  Charles Dickens  fought with social evils of his time in his novels with his words as his 

weapon . He highlighted the flaw in the legal system,  the  plight of Juvenile homes, child labour ,  and financial 

exploitation in his fiiction . He attacked the social conscience of the people through his works like Hard Times, 

David Copperfield and Oliver Twist. Without actually reading historical account  of Victorian England, the 

readers  get the entire picture of  English society of that time by reading  stories of Dickens. 

The great  playwright George Bernard Shaw  in his  anti romantic  comedy Arms and the Man  highlights the 

futility  of war and  deglamourizes the image of  warriors. T.S Eliot in his work  The  Waste Land  projects  his 

disillusionment with Post War society  along with  John Osborne‟s  Look   Back in Anger, Waiting for Godot  and  

Endgame by Samuel Beckett  . The political corruption, unemployment and  financial deprivation breed 

bitterness in  the character of Jimmy in Look Back  in Anger whereas  Beckett‟s Absurd Plays  project futility of 

man‟s quest to find   meaning in post –Modern world. These  writers  assaulted the establishment and compelled  

us to think about  what went wrong. They projected the  spiritual barrenness of modern society.  

The plays of Arthur Miller  compel us to think about  social responsibilities and commitments  beyond individual 

domains.  Miller‟s  All my Sons is a  moving depiction of post war  society steeped in corruption, self 

centeredness and materialistic pursuits at the  cost of  basic human values. His   character  Willy Loman learns  

about  his social and human  liabilities after the tragic death of his son in  a plane crash whose defective cylinder 

heads were supplied by him . At the end of the play he says, “Sure he was my son. But  I think to him   they were 

all my sons. And I guess  they were” they refers to the other  pilots who died because of him. The play promotes 

wider social conscience and expands our horizon beyond petty concerns. 

 V. LITERATURE FOR INSPIRATION 

Robert Frost in his poem “ The Road not Taken” discusses the dilemma in making a choice in ones life. He 

exhorts us to take unconventional step to attain new height in life.  He  motivates us to take challenges  and  not 

to be cowed down by  obstacles.  

William Wordsworth‟s poems “Solitary Reaper”, “Daffodils”, “Michael”, “Tintern Abbey” open a  whole  new 

vista of  the world of nature in front of the reader. These poems not only appeal to  human heart  by their  

description of natural beauty and melody   rather illustrate the importance of nature as our mentor and healer. In “ 

The Prelude or, Growth of a Poet‟s Mind” Wordsworth says: 

The passions that build up our human Soul,  

Not with the mean and vulgar works of Man,  

But with high objects, with enduring things,  

With life and nature, purifying thus  

The elements of feeling and of thought,  

And sanctifying, by such discipline,  

Both pain and fear, until we recognize  

  A grandeur in the beatings of the heart.  
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These compositions of Romantic Poet like Wordsworth  are   getting new relevance in post modern society with 

its  focus on  environmental  studies and  eco feminism. The growing concern for ecological imbalance has led 

to make Environmental studies a compulsory subject at undergraduate level in  many universities in India and 

other countries. In his poem “The world is Too Much with Us”, the poet laments the loss of natural instinct in 

man in pursuit of material pleasure because of our preoccupation with  self gratification, “. . .late and soon, 

/Getting and Spending, we lay waste our powers;/Little we see in Nature that is ours; We have given our heart 

away, a sordid boon!” 

VI. LITERATURE  FOR  ENLIGHTENMENT 

The  female writers  like Arundhati   Roy, Namita Gokhle, Anita Desai, Manju Kapur, Gita Mehta,  

Shashi Deshpande and Anita Nair  have projected a new face of Indian  women. They trace their  

growth from marginalization to empowerment. Literature consists universal appeal. It emancipates 

human intellect from physical and geographical limitations. Instead of simply narrating the tales of their 

woes and exploitation, these writes are trying to redefine gender roles by  demystifying the old image of 

women. They are discussing exclusive female problems  like child marriage, status of widow in Indian 

society, property rights of woman, education of girl child, career opportunities for girls, quest for 

identity, her place and role in married life etc.  

Manju Kapur‟s Astha in Married Woman is a teacher, Virmati is a principal in a college in   Difficult 

Daughter, Nina is a College Lecturer in Immigrant, Sarutai is a doctor in The Dark Holds No Terrors  

and Jaya is a talented writer in That Long Silence by Shashi Deshpande. This catalogue of names with 

their professional efficiency indicates that they are potential individuals no less than their male 

counterparts. “One is not born, but  rather becomes, a woman” says Simone De Beauvoir. It refers to  

social conditioning which defines  gender roles because  only sex is biologically determined not gender. 

These women writers  discussed the cause  of  female marginalization  and endow readers with a new 

outlook to  comprehend  female  issues. At the same  time , they  breed deep sense of reverence in 

readers for  inner strength of females  by narrating their stories of  resistance and empowerment. 

  Alice Walker‟s  Colour Purple, Maya Angelou‟s “I know why the Caged Bird sings” depict the life of 

Afro – American Women  and their limitations and  battles against racism. Angelou‟s poem 

“Phenomenal Woman”  show  her self  confidence and celebrates spirit of a black woman who believes 

in her inner strength .   Orhan Pamuk‟s  novels  introduce us  the world of Turkish  culture and Values  

in  his works The Museum of Innocence, Istanbul: ,Memories and the City, Snow and The Silent House 

. The texts of Afghan born American Khalid Hosseini‟s guide the reader  into the   world  of  Talibans 

and a country affected by Soviet military intrusion. The reader  enters in Afghanistan and   encounter 

the traumatic   experiences and sufferings of war stricken country through various characters  like of  

Ali, Hasan, Amir  Baba jan of  Kite Runner and Mariam, Laila  of Thousand Splendid Suns. 

VII. CONCLUSION  
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The literary writings show us a way of living with lines like “ Every day is a new Day” and “A  Man is not made 

for defeat . . ..a  man  can be destroyed but  not defeated”  as pronounced  by  a character Santiago of Ernest 

Hemingway in his novel The Old Man and the Sea. These lines refer to a positive philosophy of life and celebrate 

the dignity of human spirit which is indefatigable. It is motivating to read lines by Tennyson in “Ulysess, “ To 

follow knowledge like a sinking star” or  “ To strive, to seek, to find and  not  to  yield” and make us understand 

the law of change with meaning condensed in just one line “   the old order changeth yielding place to new” in  

his poem “The Passing of Arthur”. 

     Literature is significant in  our daily life   because it connects individual with  larger truth and 

ideas in  a  society and allows us to see a thing from multiple perspective.  It  is a multidimensional  subject  

where streams of philosophy, sociology, economic, history, environmental studies and psychology overlap each 

other. All literature whether poetry,  Drama, Short Story, Essay or Novel  address humanity and  the conditions 

which affect common humanity.  It teaches us to live life  fully  because: 

Yet all experience is an arch wherethro'  

Gleams that untravell'd world whose margin fades  

For ever and forever when I move.  

How dull it is to pause, to make an end,  

To rust unburnish‟d, not to shine in use!  

As tho‟ to breathe were life! Life piled on life  

Were all too little, and of one to me  

Little remains: but every hour is saved  

    From that eternal silence, (Ulysses)  

With the phrase  „eternal Silence‟ this poem offers an insight into nature of human existence and  inevitability of 

death but instead of giving up effort  it impart a message  that  “ drink life  to the lees”   like Robert Frost in his 

poem “Stopping by Woods”:  

The woods are lovely, dark and deep, 

  But I have promises to keep, 

And miles to go before I sleep, 

And miles to go before I sleep 

These inspirational lines tell us that  what seems the end of life  is actually a new beginning. As long as  human 

eyes see  and man can breathe literature will flourish. Henry Miller  says that literature teaches us to  “Develop an 

interest in life as you see it; the people, things, literature, music-the world is so rich, simply throbbing with rich 

treasures, beautiful souls and interesting people. Forget yourself ” And  thus reiterates the point discussed in the 

present paper. 


